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Using the kind of innovative technology and data previously only available to
professional athlete simulation developers, FIFA’s first game to feature

HyperMotion Technology allows a more complete, exciting and natural interaction
that captures everything a player does on the pitch. The game also includes new

tactical layers, based on the kind of artificial intelligence from a tactical standpoint
that the Fox Engine is known for. These tactical layers will evolve from pre-match
up to the actual game to support the tactics you’ll use on the pitch. Players are
now able to see the effort their team mates are putting in to play in one of the

most realistic ways possible. All these new features are driven by gameplay
improvements that have been made in and around the ball. Out of possession,
players are now able to move quickly, take decisive shots on goal and shift the
ball into dangerous positions. Players move and run more intelligently. The ball

will never stop moving and the ball control in the air is controlled by dynamics and
physics like never before. Additional improvements to ball control include a new
Surface Indicators system that lets you know what surface your player is playing
on, and the way the ball rolls towards goal is more realistic. Players are now able

to tackle and create chances from more unexpected angles, and the AI
teammates will react more intelligently to your player’s runs and passes when

defenders are close to them. All this means more fluid moves with the ball, as well
as more intelligence and spontaneity from both the player and the AI. These

improvements also bring a dramatic new playmaker who uses his or her vision to
dictate play and orchestrate attacks from deep positions, and who incorporates

dribbling and feints. FIFA 22 also features a single-player career mode where the
player can create a player from scratch, according to personal preference,

whether it be competitive or through career advancement, or by using a brand-
new My Career feature. Players will also be able to create their own Club and play
in League matches. FIFA 22 introduces “Coaching Matchmaker,” which is a new
feature that lets the player select a whole team and then scan through player

attributes, style of play and tactics to create an ideal, well-balanced team that will
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play according to your preferences. “Career Showcase,” a new feature that lets
you choose a player’s attributes to create your dream team, is available to create

your ideal team as a starting point. Players will be
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

Live out your dreams as a manager and a player in FIFA 22 Career
Mode. Create a new club in FIFA and design your kits, style your stadium,
and choose to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions.
Live out your dreams as a player. Play a full career as a pro in Player
Career mode.
Live out your dreams as a manager. Shape a team, manage your club
and create your legacy from domestic leagues to continental glory and in-
game cups.
Professional debuts for new and returning superstars. Brand new
opportunities, from the Olympic Stadium to the Taj Hotel in Rio de Janeiro,
create a complete set of stadiums where you can test your moves and
improve your playing style.
World Tour – a tour of authentic stadiums from six different
countries. Challenge yourself in a fully-featured, immersive world tour,
complete with scores of authentic stadiums from six different countries.
A vastly improved training system. For the first time in FIFA history
you can shape your player's style from strength to speed, tackling and
goalkeeping by playing through over 160 in-game animations on the
player's unique Control Pad.
Giant, gigantic goalkeepers. Make an impression in Ultimate
Team. The most massive and powerful goalkeepers in the game are now
also available in Ultimate Team: Borussia Dortmund's Roman Weidenfeller
and Argentina icon Salvio Salerno.
Passing and dribbling in more authentic ways. New Passing Radar
makes you more aware of the position of your attackers; Sprint Mate helps
you find teammates by showing you the passing angle and speed for every
pass you take.
The Video Assistant Referee (VAR) uses a new algorithm to
determine if goals are disallowed in real time. VAR will ask the
referee to access HD camera feeds from four angles, play slow-motion and
use a wider lens to determine if there was an infringement. FIFA 22
includes new, high resolution viewing positions, where the referee is able
to see exactly what the VAR considers to be a real time offence.
Over sixty licensed leagues and competitions – twelve more than
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FIFA 21.
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